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About the 
Society … 
The Nova Scotia Archaeology Society was formed 
in 1987 in response to a growing interest in the 
Province’s heritage resources. 

Membership is open to all persons endorsing the 
objectives of the Society. The Society’s year runs 
from September to August. Membership entitles the 
individual to attend Society functions, vote on Soci-
ety matters and hold office. The public is welcome at 
monthly meetings and special events. 

Monthly meetings are held at 7:30 PM on the fourth 
Tuesday of most months, in room 165 of the Sobey 
Building, located at Saint Mary’s University, Halifax. 
During each meeting, business is briefly discussed, 
and a guest speaker gives a presentation on a 
provincial, national, or international archaeological 
topic. Afterwards everyone is welcome to linger for 
conversation. 

Throughout the year special events are held, includ-
ing field trips to archaeological sites, workshops, 
and special guest lecturers. The Society produces a 
semi-annual newsletter and maintains a website for 
its membership. Special publications of the Society 
are available to members at reduced rates. 

NSAS membership fees are as follows:  
Individual $20, Family $25, Student $15, Senior 
Citizen $15, Institution $45, and Class (Secondary 
School) $45. The Nova Scotia Archaeology Society 
is a registered charitable organization. You can join 
the Society at any regular meeting, or by mailing an 
application form (available on the website), with a 
cheque for the appropriate amount, to: 

Nova Scotia Archaeology Society 
P.O. Box 36090 

Halifax, Nova Scotia 
B3J 3S9 

Website: 

http://www.novascotiaarchaeologysociety.com 
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President’s Message 
Fall 2010 

Welcome to 2011. I must first apologize on behalf of the Board for taking 
so long to get this newsletter to you. Hopefully the content within will 
ease some of the frustration many of you have expressed. 
 
Aside from trying to get the newsletter organized, it has been a very busy 
past few months for the NSAS. Last summer the government announced 
that it would be repealing the Treasure Trove Act—something for which 
the NSAS has been campaigning for many years. Since the announce-
ment, the Society has been asked to contribute to various presentations 
and committees offering our support for the repeal. As well, in December 
of 2010, the Society hosted a workshop on Underwater Archaeology 
which brought together representatives from the academic and profes-
sional communities, provincial and federal governments, and First Na-
tions, to discuss in an open and relaxed forum the future of underwater 
heritage management in the maritime provinces. The workshop was well 
attended and declared a success by the participants. It is hoped that the 
NSAS can continue to provide for and facilitate these kinds of workshops 
in the future. 
 
Last year the NSAS received a Nova Scotia Museum Research Grant. 
The money from the grant went towards the purchase of archaeological 
field supplies which were used for an archaeological testing program at 
Fort Point, Lunenburg County. The testing program was open to the 
public for one weekend in October; the response was overwhelming and 
all the participants had a great time. An article is planned for the next 
newsletter with more information on this dig. Discussions are already 
underway to run a larger program this coming summer so if you are 
interested in participating, keep an eye on our website for updates or talk 
to one of the board members at the next lecture. 
 

The Canadian Archaeological Association is holding its 44th Annual Meeting in Halifax in May 2011. The 
NSAS is playing a key role in the organization of the conference. Our Society has arranged a silent 
auction to be held at the conference, in cooperation with the Archaeological Land Trust of Nova Scotia. 
Proceeds from the silent auction will benefit both organizations. If you would like to participate by contrib-
uting an item or have any suggestions, please contact me (dkelman@crmgroup.ca). 

Of course our lecture series continues at our new venue—the Sobey Building at St. Mary’s University. 
We have once again lined up a great series starting January 25 with Ben Pentz who will present The 
Archaeological and Historic Legacy of the Rupert River: the Impact of the James Bay Hydro Project’ In 
February Aaron Mior will present a talk about archaeological research on Sable Island. The March 
lecture features Charles Burke of Parks Canada speaking about new information from Fort Gaspareaux. 
Our April and May lectures are still being finalized so keep an eye on the website for updates. 

Darryl Kelman 
President, Nova Scotia Archaeology Society 

mailto:dkelman@crmgroup.ca
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There are laws governing the protection and preser-

vation of underwater cultural heritage (UCH) at the 

international, national, and provincial level. Interna-

tional laws apply to underwater archaeological sites 

in international waters and waterways. In territorial 

waters, there can be laws at both the provincial and 

national level. To gain a permit in Canada to sur-

vey, excavate, remove, study, etc. UCH, one has to 

abide by the legislation of both the federal and pro-

vincial governments. Problems can arise from loop-

holes and ambiguity within each of these laws. This 

paper only briefly discuss international laws; the 

focus is on provincial legislation. The legislation 

that governs the protection of UCH in Nova Scotia, 

the Treasure Trove Act (TTA), is currently up for 

amendment in House of Assembly. This is a sug-

gestion for changes to Nova Scotian legislation to 

better protect underwater archaeological sites and 

artefacts in Nova Scotian waters, not an argument 

to determine who has rights to UCH in Nova Scotia. 

The TTA needs to be modified in increments in the 

direction of increasing the involvement of marine 

archaeologists and decreasing the domination of 

commercial ventures over UCH sites. 

Underwater cultural heritage sites include ship-

wrecks and their cargo, submerged cities and har-

bours, and prehistoric sites previously terrestrial 

claimed by changing sea levels. The most common 

and well-known types of site in Nova Scotia are 

shipwrecks. Therefore, they will be the focus for the 

purposes of this evaluation of the TTA. The cultural 

importance of a shipwreck to archaeologists is in its 

disastrous origins. Shipwrecks are time capsules 

because they contain all manner of artefacts, includ-

ing those that would not have been discarded under 

normal circumstances, such as items of value. For 

this same reason, shipwrecks attract the attention of 

treasure hunters and commercial salvors (Gibbins, 

2001:280). To prevent the commercial exploitation 

of these limited resources, legislation is necessary 

to protect the sites and artefacts for their cultural 

significance to academic and public interests. 

In Canada, the federal laws that can interfere with 

Nova Scotian legislation include the Canadian Ship-

ping Act and the Navigable Waters Protection Act. 

The Canadian Shipping Act applies to shipwrecks 

that are located offshore between provincial and 

international jurisdiction. The act‘s main purpose is 

to establish rightful ownership of material recov-

ered from shipwrecks. The Navigable Waters Pro-

tection Act is directly related with Underwater pro-

jects in Nova Scotia because ―no disruption to ship-

ping [can occur] as a result of activities licensed 

under the [TTA]‖ (Nova Scotia Mineral Resources 

Branch, 2010: 1). Nova Scotian legislation requires 

underwater excavators to have both a Heritage Re-

search Permit, in accordance with the Special 

Places Protection Act (SPPA), as well as a Treasure 

Trove Licence (Nova Scotia Mineral Resource 

Brance, 2010: 1-2). The Heritage Research Permit 

(HRP) is the authorization by the Government to an 

individual (institution, company, etc.) that applies 

to excavation projects in conjunction with the TTA. 

An Act to Ensure the Protection and Preservation of 

Underwater Cultural Heritage in Nova Scotia 
Lauren Christian 
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The purpose of the HRP (and SPPA) is to ―provide 

for the preservation, protection, regulation, explo-

ration, excavation, acquisition and study of ar-

chaeological and historical remains and paleon-

tological sites which are considered important parts 

of the natural or human heritage of the Province‖ 

found ―on any land in the Province, including land 

covered with water‖ (Revised Statutes., c. 438: s. 2

(a), s.8(1)). The TTA is specialized to grant the 

―right to search in any part of the Province speci-

fied in the licence for precious stones or metals in a 

state other than their natural state‖ (R.S., c. 477, s. 

3). Both contain their own loopholes and weak-

nesses and, after twenty years, they are both in 

need of serious revision if they are to actually pro-

tect Nova Scotian cultural heritage. 

While its intent is respectable, the integrity of the 

TTA is compromised because of its ambiguous 

legislation. The path to hell is paved with good 

intentions, as the saying goes, and the TTA has 

some glaring weaknesses that will cause it fall 

apart at the seams in the first instance it is strongly 

challenged. This has already been seen with the 

controversy over ownership rights to the Fantome 

shipwreck in 2006-2007 (Pringle, 2007: 74-88) and 

in 2007 the Treasure Trove Act entered the Nova 

Scotia House of Assembly for amendment (House 

of Assembly TTA (repealed), 2010). However, the 

legislation could be changed every five years and it 

would continue to be ineffective if the protections 

and penalties of the act are not enforced. The TTA 

was created because of the hunt for pirate gold on 

Oak Island and, as is clear in the act, deals with 

issues of ownership and rights on land (Pringle, 

2007: 74-88). It in no way considers or governs 

precious cultural objects found at sea. The issue of 

cultural heritage sites and objects is also absent 

from the SPPA. Nowhere is it written in the legisla-

tion that salvors must collect all artefacts. So, as 

commercial ventures, usually only economically 

valuable artefacts are brought to the surface. It may 

not even be necessary for marine archaeologists to 

bring everything to the surface so long as the infor-

mation the artefacts provide is collected 

(Wachsmann, 27-March-10). The unique nature of 

underwater cultural heritage sites requires a sepa-

rate, specialized piece of legislature to govern it. 

Realistically though, how does the government 

enforce legislation on looters and salvors at sites at 

the bottom of the ocean when governing the sites 

on land has proven to be enough of a challenge? 

Nova Scotia cannot afford to police such areas. 

Therefore, the government needs to enact legisla-

tion that puts the authority over the site in the 

hands of the archaeologists already required to be 

on site with the permit/licence holders. But the 

government must take the appropriate actions 

based on the information and recommendation of 

the archaeologist. All violators must be charged. 

Another aspect of the issue of protecting sites is 

public awareness to redirect the interests of the 

―curious‖ and ―new curious‖ (Chisholm, 18-March

-2010). The ―curious‖ include recreational divers 

and professional divers not associated with the 

projects of permit/licence holders who have access 

to underwater sites. These individuals may pick up 

artefacts off the sea floor as a souvenir and be com-

pletely unaware of the illegality of the act and the 

possible damage they may cause. In Nova Scotian 

waters, the site of a shipwreck may have its re-

mains scattered over an area with a three kilometre 

radius (Dauphinee, 18-March-2010). To the un-

trained observer, the artefacts would appear to be 

unrelated and insignificant to one another or to the 

area where they are located. With the development 

of technology (becoming more affordable and 

available) there has also emerged the class of the 

―new curious‖. This group may include any mem-

ber of the public with access to a boat and the nec-

essary sonar equipment that now can access under-

water sites (Chisholm, 18-Mar-10). These actions 

can only be countered by educating these individu-

als on the basics of marine archaeological signifi-

cance and practices and redirect their interests into 

working with marine archaeologists and properly 

surveying sites to establish a record for future use 

(Rondeau, 18-March-2010).  

The changes recommended in the Act to replace 

the Treasure Trove Act to Ensure the Protection 

and Preservation of Underwater Cultural Heritage 

(see Appendix A) is a hybrid mix of aspects of the 
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existing SPPA and TTA, the marine laws in Indo-

nesia and Australia, and ideas based on the dis-

agreements between archaeologists and salvors/ 

treasure hunters in Nova Scotia. It is in no way a 

legal document. However, it is designed to stand as 

a separate piece of legislation for the protection and 

preservation of UCH in Nova Scotian waters. It 

would render the TTA void regarding underwater 

excavation projects limiting the TTA to land-based 

cultural heritage sites. This act could also apply to 

terrestrial sites and completely replace the TTA, 

but that would require a more thorough evaluation 

of the SPPA. 

Australia‘s policies for the protection of UCH rep-

resent the ideal legislation. However, realistically it 

is not a possibility for Nova Scotia right now: there 

is not the same level of government and public 

awareness and support, money, or trained marine 

archaeologists available to us. If Nova Scotia ever 

wants to achieve the same level of cultural heritage 

protection and preservation, it needs to do so in 

small steps. Exactly what those steps are is some-

thing that needs to be addressed by all involved: 

the government, salvors, archaeologists, and the 

public. At the least, all parties need to be willing to 

meet on middle ground. As it stands, the archaeo-

logical community is in the minority and is not in a 

favourable position to push for the extent of legis-

lation that Australia has. The salvors have the ad-

vantage in this situation because they are autono-

mous from the government in their work. There-

fore, archaeologists are going to have to sacrifice 

some of their demands or face the possibility of 

losing all that their discipline stands for. At the 

same time, salvors need to make some concessions 

as well to appease the archaeologists (Flecker, 

2002:22-23). 

The TTA will have to stay, at least in the mean-

time, but it needs to be modified. In this regard, 

Indonesia is a better example to draw ideas for 

legislative initiatives. Although the environmental 

conditions affecting Indonesian waters vary greatly 

from Nova Scotian waters, their political and finan-

cial situation is very similar. Indonesia is not a 

wealthy county and does not have the resources to 

uphold the same level of legislature as Australia. 
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Before the Act of the Republic of Indonesia No. 5 

was passed in 1992, Indonesian marine laws were 

close to on par with the current legislation in Nova 

Scotia. The catalysis that compelled their legisla-

tion change was the illegal salvage and loss of arte-

facts from the Geldermalsen shipwreck and the 

ownership dispute with Malaysia over the Flor de 

la Mir shipwreck (Nayati, 1995: 5-7). Nova Scotia 

should not wait for something like this to happen to 

our UCH before the laws governing their protec-

tion are improved. 

Using the legislation of these two countries as an 

example, parts of the existing TTA and SPPA, and 

comments made in the debate between archaeolo-

gists and treasure hunters/salvors, suggestions to 

improve Nova Scotia legislation for the protection 

and preservation of UCH will be presented. The 

first issue to resolve is what exactly constitutes an 

UCH site or shipwreck. This not only includes 

where and what is a site or object but also defines 

age. There is no standard that defines a site by age; 

it depends on the individual country or state. For 

example, Israel and Jordon define a historic site 

with a fixed date (all wrecks dating before 1700 

AD), whereas the state of Massachusetts uses a 

flexible date of any site dating more than one hun-

dred years old (Nayati, 1995: 78-80). Considering 

that Massachusetts‘ maritime history is as exten-

sive and prestigious as our own, their definition of 

a historic underwater site being at least one hun-

dred years old will suit Nova Scotian purposes 

well. The ownership of UCH also needs to be de-

fined as being under the control of the government 

of Nova Scotia, a designated department, or a rep-

resentative indicated by the government, such as a 

division of the provincial government, a museum, 

or a private institute with the ethical principles 

necessary to monitor UCH in the interests of the 

citizens of Nova Scotia. This would include all 

UCH sites that are located within the territorial 

waters of Nova Scotia. Without a clear definition of 

what the legislation is protecting, ambiguity is cre-

ated that could be exploited and argued over in a 

court dispute (Nayati, 1995: 12). 

The grant of a licence will follow the same proce-

dure as the Treasure Trove Act (1989). Upon appli-

cation for a Treasure Trove Licence, an application 

fee of $600 is to be paid (Nova Scotia Mineral Re-

sources Branch, 2010: 1). This will also be the case 

in the replacement act. The applicant must also 

provide an upfront deposit of 30 % of the estimated 

costs of their recovery project, which will only be 

returned with the completion of the project and 

providing proper procedures were followed. Simi-

lar to Act No. 5 (1992) in Indonesia, this 30 % 

would essentially be a damage deposit to ensure 

that all the requirements of a permit are met and the 

contracted archaeologist paid accordingly (Flecker, 

2002: 20-1; Rondeau, 18-Mar-10). All proceeds 

made from any aspect of this act will be paid to a 

specialized UCH account to promote the develop-

ment of an underwater archaeological program in 

Nova Scotia. The UCH account is to be set up and 

held separately from the general coffers of provin-

cial funds and is dedicated to the protection and 

preservation of UCH sites and objects. The funds 

in this account would then go towards the support 

of museums, universities, and institutes dedicated 

to the further preservation, protection, and study of 

UCH. 

Unlike the TTA, and on the basis of the require-

ments of the SPPA, this act would require that all 

excavation and recovery projects must follow the 

proper procedures and be monitored by a marine 

archaeologist recognized and approved by the gov-

ernment of Nova Scotia. The proper procedures are 

the documentation of the site according to the ac-

cepted standards of academic marine archaeology 

to ensure that UCH sites and objects are properly 

documented and recorded for future study and in-

terpretation. The individual archaeologist or com-

pany hired for the recovery project will act as the 

legal representative of the government of Nova 

Scotia and will hold the authority to temporarily or 

permanently stop excavation if any of the terms of 

this act or the terms of affiliated acts (e.g. SPPA) 

are violated. Due to the nature of UCH site recov-

ery this monitor position would hopefully be a pre-

emptive step to reduce the possible damage to a 

UCH site. The government then would need to lay 

the necessary charges, as outlined in the penalties 
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section, based on the recommendations of the 

monitoring archaeologist. 

In regards to the treatment of artefacts in this act, 

all artefacts located on the UCH site must be given 

over to a qualified party (be they a museum, uni-

versity, government or private institution) to be 

catalogued, recorded, and treated. This section is 

adapted from the TTA and is intended to remove 

the option to neglect or ignore non-economically 

valuable artefacts during the recovery. Once all the 

artefacts have been recorded and treated, the non-

economically valuable artefacts and a reasonable 

sample of economically valuable artefacts will 

remain in the possession of the government of 

Nova Scotia or a designated museum, university, or 

institution capable of caring for them. All artefacts 

of economic value not included in the sample will 

be returned to the salvors for sale with authentica-

tion documents. Providing these documents in-

creases the market value of the artefacts and is in-

tended to act as incentive for salvors to cooperate. 

Thirty percent of the gross proceeds of sale from 

the economically valuable artefacts will be given to 

the government of Nova Scotia and these proceeds 

will be placed in the UCH account. As stated ear-

lier, Nova Scotia is not presently capable of exca-

vating UCH sites and must temporarily rely on the 

private companies to fund these projects. The pos-

sibility of covering their costs, or even making a 

profit, is necessary to encourage their involvement. 

Indonesia‘s Act No. 5 (1992) legislates the salvag-

ing of historic shipwrecks, although to acquire a 

licence the application must be approved by twenty 

two different government departments and fifty 

percent of the ―gross auction proceeds‖ of the arte-

facts sold at auction are paid to the government 

(Flecker, 2002: 20; Nayati, 1995:136). With all the 

proceeds that result from this act, Nova Scotia can 

develop its own marine archaeological program 

that will be able to take on projects in the future. 

In the meantime, if a foreign nation or state/

province claims rights of ownership over a specific 

shipwreck and the government of Nova Scotia is 

unable to fund the recovery of the claimed site, 

then the country/state/province of origin would be 

permitted to excavate and recover the designated 

site under the same laws and rules that apply to a 

private company salvor. However, these conditions 

may be up for negotiation providing the country/

state/province of origin can meet the specifications 

of conservation and research of the UCH material 

as required by this act and affiliated acts. Another 

immediate solution to the problem of lack of re-

sources to excavate UCH sites is that the govern-

ment of Nova Scotia should make open the UCH 

sites or objects that do not hold economic value, or 

offer them to interested national or foreign insti-

tutes for proper archaeological research. In 1979, 

Thailand and Australia collaborated to excavate 

and research shipwrecks in Thai waters. The West-

ern Australian Maritime Museum assisted in the 

development of a Thai marine archaeology pro-

gram by training marine archaeologists during the 

joint excavation of three Thai shipwrecks. The 

results of these projects, and others ,were published 

in both Australia and Thailand (Flecker, 2002:15-

16). To support the development of a marine ar-

chaeological program in Nova Scotia, the desig-

nated institution must offer work, volunteer, or 
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study positions to qualified Nova Scotians. Quali-

fied in this instance refers to any individual who 

has experience in marine archaeology, or is a land-

based archaeologist or student with diving experi-

ence. The institution must file copies of all docu-

mentation and records related to the project with 

the Museum of Nova Scotia. If the project does 

include qualified Nova Scotians then the institution 

will be eligible for funding from the government of 

Nova Scotia from the UCH account. If Nova Scotia 

can develop a stable marine archaeological pro-

gram then we may one day be able to eliminate our 

reliance on private ventures and be in a position to 

push legislative changes so as to restrict access to 

UCH from commercial ventures. 

There is no way to stop people from salvaging 

UCH sites in Nova Scotia without some form of 

incentive. As mentioned earlier, damage is done by 

the ignorant. Some will be susceptible to having 

their interests in UCH sites redirected into a con-

structive contribution to the UCH record. But a 

cold response is the best that can be expected when 

people feel their livelihood is in jeopardy. Instead, 

individuals should be offered a stipend for report-

ing UCH sites that they discover and report to the 

authorities within fourteen days. The time limit is 

not an issue that needs to be enforced but is in-

tended to act similar to a deadline to encourage 

people to report the finds in a timely manner. If the 

site proves not to be economically valuable then 

the finder will not receive a monetary reward but 

will be given credit for the find and will be given 

the option to volunteer with the resulting project or 

to receive updated information on the progress of 

the project. People in Nova Scotia tend to share 

curiosity in the simplest news. If their curiosity can 

be piqued and appeased by this involvement then 

perhaps it will curb any looting tendencies. 

In the event that an individual or company, with or 

without a licence or permit, violates any aspect of 

this act or other applicable acts they must be 

charged for the offense. Having an archaeologist on 

site who will act as a monitor on and in the water 

will catch violators before too much damage can be 

done and then will bring the issue before the gov-

ernment. ―Upon being satisfied that there has been 

breach of or failure to perform those terms or con-

ditions or any of them by the licensee, the Gover-

nor in Council may cancel the licence‖ as per the 

existing conditions in the TTA (R.S., c. 477, s. 4.). 

In the case of a severe breach of the terms of this 

replacement act or other applicable acts a fine will 

be charged that reflects the assessed level of dam-

age caused to the UCH site and/or objects. This 

may apply to any individual or company who vio-

lates the terms of this Act, whether or not they hold 

a licence. An individual ―who contravenes any 

provision of this Act or who, being the holder of a 

permit, fails to comply with any term or condition 

of any permit issued under this Act is guilty of an 

offence and is liable on summary conviction to a 

penalty [of a minimum of five hundred dollars but] 

not exceeding ten thousand dollars‖ (R.S., c. 438, s. 

22(1)). ―Where a corporation is convicted of an 

offence against this Act, the [minimum penalty] 

that may be imposed upon the corporation [is ten 

thousand dollars but will not exceed] one hundred 

thousand dollars‖ (R.S., c. 438, s. 22(2)). These 

terms are based on the penalties laid out in the 

SPPA. The inclusion of a minimum penalty is to 

encourage the government to actually fine viola-

tors. The government will only ever fine the maxi-

mum penalty in the most extreme cases. Without a 

minimum penalty as a guideline, the Minister is 

indecisive about determining an appropriate value 

and has yet to actually fine anyone under the condi-

tions of the SPPA and TTA (Rondeau, 18-March-

10). Admittedly, this does leave an escape route for 

the government to only charge the least amount 

possible no matter the offense but, as it stands, 

some fine is better than none. Again, the income 

generated by these fines will be placed in the UCH 

account. 

The recommendations in this proposed act are not 

foolproof. It is not expected that this will be made 

law in its entirety but if even some of the terms can 

be applied now it will be a start in the right direc-

tion. However, this act, the TTA, and the SPPA can 

only be effective if the people in authority enforce 

them. They must enforce these acts now so salvors, 

looters, and the public understand their seriousness, 
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and to break the reluctance that the people in au-

thority have about enforcing them. Their hesitance 

is irrational and damaging to Nova Scotia‘s cultural 

heritage. The suggestions made in this proposed act 

are directed towards developing a situation in 

which Nova Scotia is able to protect, research, and 

care for its own UCH and eliminate our reliance on 

private commercial ventures to do this work for us. 

It has to stop before our UCH is damaged beyond 

repair. 

Appendix A: Suggested Act to replace the Treasure Trove Act 

An Act to Ensure the Protection and Preservation of Underwater Cultural Heritage  

1. Underwater Cultural Heritage (UCH) sites include shipwrecks and their cargo, submerged cities and har-
bours, and prehistoric sites previously terrestrial but claimed by changing sea levels.  

a. UCH objects or artefacts include objects deemed of historical and/or archaeological importance 
that may or may not be found in direct relation to a UCH site.  

2. An account of funds for UCH sites and objects is to be set up and held separately from the general coffers 
to be dedicated to the promotion of the protection and preservation of UCH.  

a. The funds in this account will be used for the support of museums, universities, and institutes dedi-
cated to the further preservation, protection, and study of UCH.  

3. The grant of a licence will follow the same procedure as the Treasure Trove Act (1989).  

a. Upon application for a Treasure Trove Licence, an application fee of $600 is to be paid to a specifi-
cally designed UCH account.  

b. The applicant must provide a deposit of 30 percent of the estimated costs of their recovery project 
upfront that will only be returned with the completion of the project and provided that proper 
procedure was followed.  

c. Sections 3(a) and 3(b) do not apply to projects that return 100 percent of the artefacts recovered.  

4. The ownership of UCH falls under the control of the Government of Nova Scotia or a designated depart-
ment or representative indicated by the Government.  

a. This includes all UCH sites that are located within the terrestrial waters of Nova Scotia.  

b. In the event that a foreign nation or state/province claim rights of ownership and the Government 
of Nova Scotia is unable to fund the recovery of the claimed site, then the country/state/
province of origin is permitted to excavate and recover the designated site under the same 
laws and rules that apply to a private salvor company.  

i. These conditions may be up for negotiation provided the country/state/province of origin can 
meet the specifications of conservation and research the UCH material.  
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5. The site must be documented according to the international standards by a marine archaeologist recog-
nized/approved by the Government of Nova Scotia.  

a. This individual archaeologist or company will be designated to act as the legal representative of the 
Government of Nova Scotia with the authority to temporarily or permanently stop excavation if 
any of the terms of this act or the terms of affiliated acts are violated.  

b. Upon the recommendations of the designated legal representative, the Government of Nova Sco-
tia will charge the offender according to Section 10 f this act.  

6. All artefacts located on the UCH site must be given to over to a qualified party (be they a museum, uni-
versity, government or private institution) to be catalogued and treated.  

a. The non-economically valuable artefacts and a reasonable sample of economically valuable arte-
facts will remain in the possession of the Government of Nova Scotia or a designated museum, 
university, or institution.  

b. All artefacts of economic value no included in the sample will be returned to the salvors for sale 
with authentication documents.  

7. 30 percent of the gross proceeds of sale from the economically valuable artefacts will be given to the 
Government of Nova Scotia.  

a. The proceeds made by the Government of Nova Scotia will be placed in the UCH account.  

b. This article will not apply to projects that return 100 percent of the artefacts recovered.  

8. UCH sites or objects that do not hold economic value will be open or offered to interested national or 
foreign institutes for proper archaeological excavation.  

a. The designated institution must offer work or study positions to qualified Nova Scotians.  

b. The institution must file copies of artefact records and field reports with the Museum of Nova Sco-
tia.  

c. The institution will be eligible for grants/ funding from the Government of Nova Scotia from the 
UCH account provided that Article 8(a) is met.  

9. Individuals who discover UCH sites or objects are to report the find to the authorities within fourteen 
days.  

a. If the discovery results in the find of an unknown site or assemblage of related objects, the individ-
ual will be eligible for a monetary reward to be granted from the UCH account depending on 
the assessed value of the site and will be given credit for the find.  

b. The individual has the option to volunteer with the resulting project or to receive updated informa-
tion on the progress of the project.  
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10. The penalties for not meeting the requirements of this Act and all other applicable acts is as follows:  

a. “Upon being satisfied that there has been breach of or failure to perform those terms or conditions 
or any of them by the licensee, the Governor in Council may cancel the licence.” (R.S., c. 477, s. 
4.)  

b. In the case of a severe breach of the terms of this Act or other applicable acts a fine will be charged 
that reflects the assessed level of damage caused to the UCH site and/or objects.  

i. This may apply to any individual or company who violates the terms of this Act, whether or 
not they hold a licence.  

ii. An individual “who contravenes any provision of this Act or who, being the holder of a per-
mit, fails to comply with any term or condition of any permit issued under this Act is 
guilty of an offence and is liable on summary conviction to a penalty [of a minimum of 
five hundred dollars and+ not exceeding ten thousand dollars” (R.S., c. 438, s. 22(1)).  

iii. “Where a corporation is convicted of an offence against this Act, the *minimum penalty+ that 
may be imposed upon the corporation [is ten thousand dollars and will not exceed] one 
hundred thousand dollars” (R.S., c. 438, s. 22(2)).  

iv. The income generated by these fines will be placed in the UCH account.  
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An Analysis of Adult Female 

Tombstones from St. Paul’s Cemetery 
Jonathan Cranton Phillips 

This paper is the winner of the 2010 John Harvey Award from the NSAS. 

The inscriptions upon the tombstones of the dead 

can serve as doors that can be opened to expose 

their readers to the lives of those individuals as well 

as to the nature and culture of the societies in which 

they lived. An analysis of twenty-seven adult fe-

male tombstones from St. Paul‘s Cemetery in Hali-

fax, that range in date from 1789 to 1843 (See Ap-

pendix), has provided insight to the place of women 

in society at this time as well as provided informa-

tion on chronological stylistic alterations of tomb-

stone decoration and inscription form. The most 

prominent and recurring piece of information that 

united these stones was the term ‗wife‘ and the 

deceased‘s connection with her husband. This im-

portant piece of information depicts societal views 

and expectations of women in this time period that 

even strongly affected how the identity of a de-

ceased woman was expressed on her tombstone. 

Beyond these more individual aspects of the in-

scriptions, changes over time in tombstone stylistic 

features and general inscription information within 

this sample can provide insight into other aspects of 

society and the changes that precipitated such al-

terations. First it is important to discuss the histori-

cal position of women during this time period as 

well as general burial practices at this time to pro-

vide some context for the tombstones and their 

inscriptions. 

The position of women in the late 18th and early to 

mid 19th centuries was one heavily dominated by 

that of men. At this time period it was expected of 

women to marry young and to have a sizeable fam-

ily. Starting in the 18th century, and becoming more 

rigid up into the 19th century, women became in-

creasingly subordinate to men, especially in urban 

settings. As this period also marked the beginnings 

of the Industrial Revolution and a drive toward 

urbanization, men, as husbands, were inspired to 

seek jobs that called them away from home for 

most of the day, leaving their wives with the pri-

mary responsibility of housekeeping and looking 

after the needs of children (Easton 1976). In the 

past, when agriculture had been the dominant eco-

nomic factor, women, as wives, held important 

positions on the farm, offering productive skills 

that, combined with the important work of her hus-

band, were critical to the survival of the family 

(Easton 1976). In later urban settings this was no 

longer the case. With the necessary materials of 

survival being available for purchase, and with men 

out making money by working in various urban 

occupations, women‘s productive skills were of 

little importance, making them completely eco-

nomically dependent upon their husbands, or fa-

thers if they were not married (Easton 1976). Even 

though women were encouraged by society at this 

time to stay at home, some women did pursue occu-

pational pursuits such as teaching, boarding house 
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operating, and tailoring, but even these occupations 

had strong connections to domesticity; for exam-

ple, with teaching being associated with rearing 

and educating of children (Shultz 1992). It is thus 

obvious that in the majority of all aspects of society 

in the late 18th to early to mid 19th centuries, the 

positions of women were next to completely sub-

servient to men. 

Traditional English burial practices were sur-

rounded by a rather involved period of ritual. Tra-

ditional burial practices and beliefs were heavily 

concerned with a connection between the body of 

the deceased and its soul, a connection that was 

believed to still physically exist between the time 

of death and time of burial (Hotz 

2001). Early 19th century working-

class funerary customs involved the 

preparation of the body, which was 

generally done by women, the wak-

ing and viewing of the body in the 

home, which customarily lasted 

from five to ten days, and a cere-

mony leading the coffin to the 

grave (Hotz 2001). As time pro-

gressed there was a change in atti-

tude expressed toward these rituals 

and to the body in general, this 

being initiated by the upper classes. 

The upper classes began to utilize 

elaborate funerals, which primarily 

functioned to express their status 

and wealth, and introduced the use 

of an undertaker to prepare and 

arrange the funerary procedures, giving funerals a 

commercial aspect (Hotz 2001). Working class 

funerals, and their close association with the body 

of the deceased in their rituals, were seen by the 

wealthy as unsanitary, the body being nothing more 

than a source of pestilence and disease with little 

connection to a soul after death (Hotz 2001). These 

alterations introduced by the upper classes later 

served as the basis for the well known ornate and 

expensive funerals that characterized the Victorian 

era. 

The inscriptions on the sample of tombstones from 

St. Paul‘s Cemetery in the period 1789 to 1843, in 

almost every case, relate the deceased female to a 

male in some way. The dominant association is to 

the husband and expressed as such by the words 

―wife of‖, but there is also an example of an asso-

ciation with the father (Appendix: T20), as well as 

examples of associations with the mother and fa-

ther if the deceased was young and assumed to be 

not married (Appendix: T21, T25). The mentioning 

of both mother and father on some of these stones 

seems to suggest equality between the sexes, but 

the majority of tombstones make primary reference 

to the deceased being connected to a husband. This 

dominant connection of the woman to a husband 

reflects the patriarchal nature of society at this 

time. At the time ― [women] were 

pressed into domesticity by the con-

straints of the society in which they 

lived‖ and ―there was no place for 

unmarried women in these 

towns‖ (Easton 398:1976). The fact 

that women were encouraged to 

marry young is evident by many of 

the ages at death indicated on the 

tombstones from this sample. A 

married woman‘s place at this time 

was in the home with children to 

raise while the husband ventured off 

to support his family. As such, with 

most women ―chained‖ to their 

homes, they essentially became 

completely economically dependent 

upon their husbands (Easton 1976) 

and socially inferior. 

Although the literature for this period stresses the 

increasing importance of the maternal role of 

women (Easton 1976, Schultz 1992), the majority 

of tombstones within the sample at St. Paul‘s 

cemetery make few references to the deceased be-

ing a mother. The only cases where the children of 

the deceased are mentioned are cases in which chil-

dren have died with the tombstones also being 

erected in their memory. One exception to this was 

a stone indicating that it had been erected by the 

deceased‘s son in memory of his mother 

(Appendix: T22). Nevertheless, there are 7 exam-
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ples of tombstones also marking the deaths of in-

fant children, which suggests infant mortality was 

quite prevalent. With the role of motherhood seem-

ing to be downplayed slightly as indicated by these 

stones, the role of the woman as ‗wife‘ appears to 

be the most important factor. 

The information presented in the inscriptions on 

the tombstones within the sample collected from 

St. Paul‘s Cemetery presents a rather generic iden-

tity for the deceased feminine individuals. The 

preponderance of the term ‗wife‘ on the majority of 

the tombstones indicates, as previously discussed, 

the expectations that women are to be married and 

subservient to their husbands. This information 

presented on the stones seems to be not so much 

how the deceased saw her identity, but how society 

saw her identity: as that of a married woman. Fam-

ily members and friends, who would have organ-

ized the funerary arrangements for the deceased 

woman, would have been conditioned by the patri-

archal restraints of their society and so would have 

placed identifying information on the tombstones 

in such a way as to comply with these societal 

norms. In Pearson‘s discussion of ―Adornment of 

the Body‖ he mentions that ―the dressing of the 

dead is always carried out by the living and conse-

quently the costume of the dead constitutes the 

mourners‘ reading or representation of the dead 

person‘s former self-representation [identity] 

through dress‖ (2008:9). Although this discussion 

is about clothing, the aspect that mourners interpret 

the deceased‘s identity in a manner in which they 

saw it and represent it through material culture can 

be applied to the tombstones in this sample. The 

interpretation of the deceased woman‘s identity by 

her family and friends who organized her funerary 

arrangements, and ultimately by society, is what 

determined what went on the tombstone. Essen-

tially, the deceased have no control over what goes 

on their grave markers. This aspect is decided by 

the living, who are influenced by societal norms. 

With the more personal and identifying elements of 

the tombstone placed aside, stylistic alterations 

concerning design and inscription form can be no-

ticed in the sample from St. Paul‘s Cemetery. The 

most prominent stylistic alterations, within the time 

period to which the sample dates, involve a switch 

from the use of a cherub decorative element in the 

late 18th century to the use of an urn as a decorative 

feature. Of course there are form variations of the 

urn as a decorative element, with some also includ-

ing a willow tree (Appendix: T5, T11, T21) or 

decorative, draping cloth (Appendix: T12). The 

appearance of these stylistic figures, and the 

change from a cherub design to that of an urn de-

sign, at the close of the 18th century, is similar to 

what has been noted in New England, particularly 

in Massachusetts (Dethlefsen and Deetz 1966). 

Such a change in stylistic features is often indica-

tive of changing religious views and attitudes ex-

pressed toward the dead, with the switch from 

cherub to urn in New England being precipitated 

by the adoption of Unitarianism and Methodism 

(Delthlefsen and Deetz 1966). Since New England 

played a prominent role in influencing the religious 

views of those in Maritime Canada, particularly 

with New England settlers arriving in Nova Scotia 

and introducing new religious forms (Moir 1967), 

it is very likely that the similarly observed stylistic 

alterations in this sample are indicative of this con-

nection. Methodism was introduced to the Mari-

times following the American Revolution (Moir 

1967) and it may be possible that the adoption of 

this religious perspective may have similarly 

caused the replacement of the cherub design with 

that of the urn. Whether or not the adoption of 

Methodism was a factor in the stylistic change, it is 

important to note that Nova Scotia‘s religious con-

nection with New England was influential. 
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On the other hand, since the urn indicated a deper-

sonalized representation of the deceased while the 

cherub was indicative of the personal immortal 

remains of the deceased (Dethlefsen and Deetz 

1966), the stylistic change in the sample at St. 

Paul‘s Cemetery may be connected with Anglican 

views. Following the American Revolution, Angli-

canism was rapidly adopted in Nova Scotia, 

strengthening a religious connection between Nova 

Scotia and England (Moir 1967). Paramount in 

Anglican belief is the importance of the soul, with 

little concern for the physical remains (Pearson 

2008). Since the urn seems to indicate a breakage 

in the link connecting body with soul, this explana-

tion makes sense. Also supporting this is the fact 

that the inscriptions on the earlier stones in this 

sample, depicting the cherub, make explicit refer-

ence to the physical remains of the deceased with 

such phrases as ―here lies the remains of‖. Later 

stones, depicting the urn, are not seen to relate their 

inscriptions directly to the body, but to the memory 

and soul of the deceased, expressed with the most 

common phrase ―sacred to the memory of‖. Fur-

ther, the changing burial practices being initiated 

by the upper classes in the early to mid 19th century 

tended to emphasize a break in the connection be-

tween body and soul with heavy criticism of the 

traditional working-class funerary customs (Hotz 

2001). As such, it seems Anglican influences may 

better support the causes behind the stylistic altera-

tion noted in the sample at St. Paul‘s Cemetery. 

Women in the late 18th century and the early to mid 

19th century lived in a society dominated by men 

and patriarchal ideals, with urban settings strength-

ening these notions. The inscriptions on the adult 

female tombstones collected in the sample from St. 

Paul‘s Cemetery evidently attest to this male domi-

nated time period. In almost all of the examples the 

deceased feminine individual is connected to a 

male, the most prominent being her husband. This 

evidently shows the societal restraints placed on 

women, encouraging them to marry and to live a 

life intricately connected to the domestic atmos-

phere. With the term ‗wife‘ being most prominent 

on the stones, this seems to suggest that marriage 

and a woman‘s connection to a male were more 

important than being a mother. With societal impo-

sitions being paramount, the notion of a patriarchal 

society evidently affected how a deceased woman‘s 

identity was expressed on her tombstone. No input 

of how she herself saw her identity in life seems to 

have been taken into account. With these aspects of 

the tombstones put aside, it was noticeable that the 

most prominent changes in style within the time 

period of the sample was a change from the cherub 

design in the late 18th century to an urn design. 

This change may have been due to Nova Scotia‘s 

religious connection with New England, with reli-

gious changes causing tombstone stylistic altera-

tions in New England being transmitted to Nova 

Scotia. The most likely explanation for the shift in 

style, on the other hand, may have been due to the 

rapid growth of Anglicism and the adoption of 

Anglican viewpoints regarding death and the body. 

This analysis illustrates and underlines the impor-

tance of tombstones in understanding past times in 

history; they are windows into the past. 

Appendix: Transcription of Tombstone Inscriptions 

 
T 1: ― Here lies the remains of Martha Ross, wife of Alex.r Ross, who died the 19th April   1789, Aged 45 

years.‖ 

―For bear, my friends, to weep, since death has lost it‘s sting, those Christians, that in JESUS sleep our God 

will with him bring.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Cherub 

 

T2: ―Here are deposited the remain of Susanna Salter Sen.r widow of the late Malachy Salter Esq.r. She de-

parted this life on the 19th February 1794 aged 68 years.‖ 

―When I lie buried deep in dust, my flesh shall be thy care. These with ring limbs with thee I trust to raise 

them strong and fair.‖ 

Stylistic Features:  Cherub 
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T3: ―Jenat Muir wife to Peter Muir, Died 5 September, 1796, aged 46.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Cherub 

 

T4: ―Here lieth the body of Hannah, consort to Jonathan Binney Esq. who departed this life the 22 Decem-

ber, 1797, aged 75.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn 

 

T5: ― In memory of Mrs. Martha Howe, (wife of Mr. J. Howe) who died Nov. 25, 1790, œt. 30 years; and her 

two daughters, Sarah Howe, who died June 23, 1783 œt. 10 months, and Mrs. Martha Sentell, (wife of Ed-

ward Sentell) who died Jan. 19, 1799 œt. 19 years.‖ 

―Lean not on earth, ‗twill pierce thee to the heart‖. 

Stylistic Features: Urn and Willow 

 

T6: ―Elizabeth wife of John Albro departed this life November 7th 1801 aged 29 years. 

Also William Bennett son of John & Elizabeth Albro who departed this life August (?) 1801 aged 16 

months.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn 

 

T7: ―Here lieth the body of Ruth wife of James Barron who departed this life the 27th June 1802 aged 31 

years 19 days.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn 

 

T8: ―Here lieth the body of Mrs. Eliz. Blinkensop who departed this life the 29th of May 1806 in the 68th year 

of her age.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn 

 

T9: ―Sacred to the memory of Cathren wife of Samuel Muirhead who departed this life October 20th 1807 

aged 35 years.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn 

 

 

T10: ―Elspet wife of James Romans died 6th May 1808 aged 37 years.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn 

 

T11: ―Sacred to the memory of Anne Handy who died March 23rd 1810 aged 29 years. Also William P.B. 

Handy her son who died April 23rd 1811 aged 1 year 6 months.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn and Willow 

 

T12: ―Sacred to the memory of Sarah wife of Walter C. Manning who departed this life Aug. 15th AD 1813 

in the 34th year of her age.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn with Decorative Cloth 

 

T13: ―Sacred to the memory of Cathrine wife of John Luun who died Dec.r 17th 1814 aged 57 years.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Plain but with ―Sacred‖ written in large bold letters at the top of the stone. 

 

T14: ―In memory of John Brown who departed this life 27th of April 1797 aged 68 years and of Martha 

Brown who departed this life the 19th of Jan.ry 1815, œt. LXXIV years.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn 
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T15: ― Erected in memory of Mary, wife of Archibald McDonald, who departed this life on the 3rd day of 

September, 1821; aged XXXI years. Also their infant son James died the 16th day of September, 1820.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Decorative scrolls and carvings at the top of the stone 

 

T16: ― Sacred to the memory of Mary Ann wife of William Lawler who departed this life on the XIIIth of 

April, MDCCCXXIII aged XXXIV years.‖ 

Stylistic Features: ―Sacred‖ written in elaborate, scrolling letters. 

 

T17: ―Sophia, wife of W. Minns, died Sept. 5, 1826, aged 51 years.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Plain 

 

T18: ―Sacred to the memory of Rachel Smith who departed this life Oct. 25th 1827 aged 79 years.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Cherub (more elaborate than those of the late 18th century) with decorative scrolling and 

carvings along the upper border. 

 

T19: ―Sacred to the memory of Eleanor Bradley wife of Thomas C. James who died 3rd Nov. 1832 aged 27 

years and their only child Eleanor Bradley who died Feb.y 1833 aged 7 months. Also his brother Robert 

James who died 17th May 1830 aged 17 years.‖ 

Stylistic Features: A flower encircled by a wreath with decorative carvings at the top of the stone. ―Sacred‖ 

is written in large bold letters at the top of the text. 

 

T20: ― Sacred to the Memory of Elizabeth wife of James Spike and only daughter of the late James Kerr who 

dep.d this life on the 22nd March 1834 in the 28th year of her age. Also their son Daniel James Spike died June 

21st 1833 aged 17 months & 19 days.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Plain but with ―Sacred‖ written in large bold letters at the top of the stone. 

 

T21: ― Sacred to the memory of Charlotte Isabella eldest daughter of William & Mary Roach who dep.d this 

life the 17th Jan.y 1834 aged 20 years.‖ 

―The finest flower of the earth is earliest plucked for Heaven.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn and Willow 

 

T22: ―Sacred to the memory of Isabella wife of James Lockerby who died 9th Sept.r 1834 aged 37 years.‖ 

―This stone is erected by her son Charles Lockerby.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn 

 

T23: ―Susan Dechezeau departed this life 27th March 1837 aged 62 years.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Plain 

 

T24: ―Sacred to the memory of Mary Hurst McEwen a Native of Bermuda wife of James W. McEwen of 

Halifax who departed this life 3rd October 1838 aged 32 years.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn with decorative scrolling and carvings at the top of the stone. 

 

T25: ―Sacred to the memory of Caroline eldest daughter of Thomas and Mary Cooke who departed this life 

the 10th day of June 1840 aged 21 years.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn with decorative scrolling at the top of the stone. 

 
T26: ―In memory of Mary Magdalene wife of Surgeon Quigley of the Royal Artillery also James their infant 

son 1842.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn 
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T27: ―Sacred to the memory of Jennet wife of John Johnson who died 10th Jan.ry 1843 aged 29 years.‖ 

Stylistic Features: Urn. ―Sacred‖ written in elaborately scrolling letters. 
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Archaeology and its Field Schools 

Paddy Rogers 

Most students who major in archaeology aim to 

participate in at least one field school during their 

university career. Unfortunately these wonderful 

opportunities sometimes turn from causing excite-

ment to regret within the first few days. On the 

other hand, a field school can be one of the best 

times in someone‘s life. I have personally partici-

pated in two field schools. My own experiences 

were that one field school was great and the other 

made most students feel worthless. The aim of this 

paper is to examine the teaching methods used at 

various field schools with examples from both my 

own and other students‘ experiences.  

A field school offers all participating students the 

chance to learn archaeology first hand. This is 

much more exciting and, for the most part appeal-

ing, than learning through textbooks and articles 

that ramble and are at times dull. Students are able 

to hold historical material in their hands. Whether 

they are located in Italy excavating a Roman villa 

or in Nova Scotia working on an iconic past com-

munity, there is no rush like the first week in the 

field. When that first artefact is discovered excite-

ment burns in the student‘s body as a desire to find 

more. Field school experiences are also exciting 

because of the social aspect. Students are accepted 

from not only the host university, but from other 

schools all over the world. They live with each 

other for weeks, seeing each other almost all the 
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time. In the short amount of time that the field 

school lasts they become the only thing that matters 

to one another. Friendships, romances, and dra-

matic experiences that probably would never work 

in the real world occur during this time. More im-

portantly, the students are learning firsthand how to 

do everything, from pace out a unit to processing 

artefacts in the lab, from people who are ―experts‖ 

in the field. This knowledge gives students a feel 

for the discipline itself and what is expected of 

them when they graduate university and move on 

to do bigger and better things in archaeology. 

When a student enters a field school scenario they 

are both learning and working to complete the re-

search project for the director of the site. This is an 

obvious statement, but without help the site direc-

tor could not dig a 5x3 trench in five weeks by his/

herself. Therefore, having students who want to 

learn and at the same time are willing to help with 

research is a huge asset to the project. The site di-

rectors should treat the students and workers with 

care and respect, as these workers are key to com-

pleting on time. This, however, was not the case in 

the Czech Republic during the 2010 dig season. 

Examples from this field school experience will 

appear in contrast with those from another field 

school done in the 2009 dig in Southern Italy. In 

addition a survey was handed out to ten students 

who have all participated on field schools in Nova 

Scotia and Italy. With these responses in mind, the 

argument is made that it may be beneficial for fu-

ture researchers to listen to the students‘ needs be-

fore spending hundreds of dollars on a project that 

could potentially result in a very unhappy group of 

future archaeologists, such as happened with the 

Czech Republic spring 2010 dig. 

Let us look at what some of the literature has to say 

about field schools. In an article on the subject of 

field schools, Jennifer Perry (2004) writes: 

―I think students that don't attend a field school are at a 

serious disadvantage because they don't necessarily 

have the hands-on experience that one gets while at-

tending field school … Also, since field school is a bit 

more structured than … CRM work you have a greater 

chance of asking 'stupid questions' without compro-

mising the deadline you are working with.‖ (247) 

Perry uses the example of the San Clemente Island 

field school, which is conducted just off of Califor-

nia. This particular field school ran from 1990 until 

2003 and may still be going on. The site itself has 

been worked since the 1870‘s and is now part of 

land owned by the United States Navy. Consequen-

tially staff must work side by side with the Navy in 

order to renew the permit every year. On top of 

this, finding participants that are willing can be dif-

ficult, especially those who want to pursue archae-

ology as a career. However those that do partici-

pate tend to want to start off working in the field as 

supervisors at their first field school (Perry, 2004). 

An example of this, from personal experience, is 

the case of a student who went for a year to a field 

school in Southern Italy. This student worked with 

a professor learning about environmental archae-

ology as well as working with the rest of the field 

school. The following year the same professor did 

not return and the student replaced the professor as 

the ―specialist‖ in matters of environmental archae-

ology. However, this scenario tends to not work out 

well, especially if the student has only worked on a 

handful of sites and may not completely understand 

the ins and outs of an excavation. This could be a 

problem for the project and may lead to the new 

supervisor packing up and leaving.  

There are those who believe that the concept of a 

field school like the one Jennifer Perry mentions is 

an absurd idea and that students focus only on the 

romance that archaeology is so famous for. Wil-

liam Turnbaugh (1976) believes that teaching field 

work to the next generation of archaeologists 

should occur in a closed classroom setting. Turn-

baugh says that a field school, like the ones that I 

have attended in Europe, appeals to students only 

as a pseudo travel experience. In the context of 

such a field school one lives in a bubble-like soci-

ety with people who matter only for the five weeks 

spent together. Personally, this makes the field 

school more enjoyable due to the fact that it helps 

an individual to make the most out of the experi-

ence. The shared environment and interests among 

students enhances the whole experience, whether 

digging or travelling on days off. However, Turn-

baugh believes these are not ―real projects‖ and 
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thinks that the speed and mood of the field school 

does not play into the hands of true archaeology 

(1976). He argues that one reason to utilize a class-

room rather than field school setting is that students 

seemed to care only about the excavation and not 

the theory behind what is being found. This may be 

true for some students, however this does not mean 

that many students do not intend to apply the the-

ory to end of term papers which may be assigned 

after the field school is over and the students have 

returned to their respective homes. Overall it seems 

that Turnbaugh‘s biggest mistake is in assuming 

that students will be incapable of doing the work 

and could pose a danger to the site. If this is the 

case, then why should a student even bother to try 

anything? If one does not learn from their mistakes 

than why try another at all? If, for example, a stu-

dent were to accidentally take a chunk out of the 

side of a profiled wall then they should tell a super-

visor who would either fix it or assign someone 

else to work on it. This happened in the Czech Re-

public when I was shaving down with a shovel that 

slipped out of my hand and impaled the profile 

wall leaving a big hole. Immediately I told a super-

visor who gave me a bucket of soil to sift and an-

other student fixed my mistake because I was very 

frustrated at this point. This process of learning 

from a mistake cannot be taught in a classroom. 

Turnbaugh argues that an on campus mock site 

could be of use, with probable replica artefacts. 

This may seem a good idea in theory, but students 

would not be as interested in participating in a 

mock site as they are in the real thing.  

Another article regarding this matter is by Sarah 

Colley (2004) and looks at the way in which ar-

chaeology is taught in Australia. In this article 

Sarah Colley tell us how the archaeological com-

munity came together for a conference which fo-

cused on the teaching and methods of learning in 

archaeology classrooms. Colley brings up more 

than just the conference, telling the reader that the 

state of archaeology departments is sad. Compared 

to many other university departments, the archae-

ology departments are small—with only about 8 to 

12 teaching staff. Their budgets are small and the 

teaching strategies are not necessarily compatible 

with other national teaching strategies. Hiring new 

staff is very problematic (Colley, 2004). Even if 

they are able to hire, keeping permanent staff is 

virtually impossible. Obtaining a position after the 

undergraduate or masters levels of education is 

completed is not easy either. Not many consulting 

firms hire due to their small size. Also problematic 

is that students participating in the study of archae-

ology are not normally interested in the indigenous 

history of Australia. 

In 2003, a conference of 50 delegates was held in 

Sydney, most were professors, 10% were students, 

and the rest were archaeologists from across the 

field. Each delegate who attended the conference 

had to answer a handful questions such as ―what 

should students learn through studying archaeology 

in Australian Universities?‖ these answers varied 

and included such things as ―learning skills so they 

could do CRM work‖ as well as ―learning the to 

know the outcomes of projects and how to learn 

quickly‖. Some delegates went as far as to say that 

students should learn accounting and business 

skills. Overall this article can be applied to under-

standing field schools in the context that only 

around seven field schools are offered across Aus-

tralia (according to an online search). Clearly there 

is not a lot of use for a student when it comes to 

non-colonial sites. Giving instruction on something 

that may or may not be found when a group of stu-

dents expect to find lots of interesting finds would 

be a cause for many complaints. Students talk 

about their sites, and in these conversations fre-

quently complain to another about the work or the 
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fact they‘re not finding anything. They then begin 

get annoyed at the site directors and blame them 

for choosing the wrong spot. This is what happened 

in the Czech Republic this spring; our site director 

was given the choice to excavate one of two differ-

ent sites. The one he chose was where the remains 

of a wall were supposed to be situated. Instead we 

found a swamp and three dark stained squares in 

the ground with a single ―post hole‖. 

These three articles present an area for discussion 

that may not always be thought of in the study of 

archaeology. Sarah Colley and Jennifer Perry pre-

sent some concerns and problems with the disci-

pline while William Turnbaugh presents a point-

less, but interesting, suggestion for changing the 

field school education plan. According to Perry 

(2004), a decent student-teacher ratio is most im-

portant for proper instruction in the field. However, 

with a group of 10-20 students, not everyone can 

be attended to at once. If that were the case then 

every student, in theory, would have their own 

mentor as a digging partner. During the Australian 

conference, the majority of delegates put the basic 

skills as both an essential and important asset to for 

students to learn at a field school. On the other 

hand, Turnbaugh would say that the best way to 

teach these skills is through a controlled classroom 

setting. In fact, this controlled classroom format 

occurs to an extent when students are cleaning and 

cataloguing artefacts. Although the Australian stu-

dents may not have the same opportunities to par-

ticipate at a field school, Colley and Perry agree 

that they are essential and wonderful experiences 

open to all students that want to pursue archae-

ology as a career. Turnbaugh would have to agree 

with the fact that field schools do prove to be 

―authentic learning through the formation of the 

research community, as well as through apprentice-

ship in the form of intensive and personalized in-

struction‖ (Perry, 2004: 239). Even if the work was 

in a mock a setting and was not an actual historic 

site, the benefit may still be found. So what could 

the Australian archaeologists do to help their 

cause? Colley provides no solution in her article 

and neither does Perry. The Australians could try 

Turnbaugh‘s classroom alternative but would it fit 

into their tight budget? One possible solution might 

be to provide opportunities to study abroad, partici-

pating in field schools in places such as Southern 

Italy or the Czech Republic. However, the limited 

option of travelling to field schools was one of the 

concerns brought up by Colley. Perhaps a solution 

has been found by now, as this article was written 

in 2004. One may hope that changes have been 

made to improve the state of archaeology in Aus-

tralia.  

In researching this paper, a survey was passed 

around to students who have participated in one or 

more field schools. Ten questions pertaining to 

their experience were asked. Out of a class of 20, 

only nine returned the completed survey. What was 

interesting was that the answers were practically 

the same from everyone. These questions were 

simply to help with material for this paper and in 

no way are meant to rate the performance of the 

director or staff that run these field schools. Actu-

ally, it is a possibility that future field schools may 

improve based on opinions and feedback provided 

by past students who have attended field schools. 

For example, every student suggested that more 

background information on the sites before starting 

the excavations would be helpful. One student 

thought that smaller teams in the units would pro-

vide more of a chance to really get a grip on exca-

vation. Another thought getting to use the local lan-

guage of the host town in Italy was both exciting 

and another form of education, one that can‘t be 
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taught in classroom setting. A lot of the responses 

suggest more instruction when it came to learning 

how to use the technology and ways to not under-

cut the unit walls. Overall the answers were mostly 

positive; the answers expressed the joy that stu-

dents felt during their field school experience. 

Some felt that maybe the directors could have 

taught a little more, however it is typical that super-

visors are required to do the teaching while the di-

rector is busy with the recording and politics of the 

excavation. My personal experience, having 

worked on two European field schools, was quite 

different than that of my fellow students. For one, I 

have matured very much over the last year and I 

attribute this to my travels. As well, I have become 

more independent and responsible. As I have men-

tioned above, these experiences were also very dif-

ferent from one another. This can be seen in the 

instruction, the overall student treatment and the 

mentality of the other students.  

To begin the comparison between the two field 

schools I attended, a detailed explanation of the 

three components previously mentioned will be 

given from each experience. First off, here is a 

summary of the Czech Republic field school from 

the spring of 2010. There were four professionals 

in the Czech Republic. Of these four, the lead ar-

chaeologist believed that he should run his field 

school as if he were a drill sergeant. The chef, who 

was also the zoo-archaeologist, was told time after 

time to hassle the students so they would work 

harder. These tactics employed by the lead archae-

ologist were to humiliate the students in order to 

get them to work harder. This left students feeling 

horrible about themselves and caused them all to 

long for home. The other two professionals were 

kinder but had tempers and bad attitudes that could 

spring on students at any time. At the dig site these 

supervisors did not excavate alongside the students 

but instead watched the students work, telling them 

to work faster. If they had to actually pick up a 

shovel, you knew you were in trouble. An example 

of this happened about three weeks in, when my-

self and the only other Canadian student were 

working in a heavily rooted 2x2. The work was 

slow and we were supposed have to the unit exca-

vated in less than two hours. After five hours, we 

were beyond frustration and my digging partner 

was about throw in the trowel and head back to 

Vancouver. The Director asked “What is taking so 

long? You should have been finished that hours 

ago?” I told him that we had no way of finishing 

because nobody had told us how we should go 

around the roots. In response he marched over to 

our unit and grabbed the shovel, told me and the 

other student to get out of the way. He then told her 

to stop watching him because she wasn‘t working 

hard enough and then proceeded calmly to teach 

me how to move out the tangled roots. This left my 

fellow student feeling angry, annoyed, and worth-

less. Is this really a way to treat people who have 

willingly come to learn from you? Another exam-

ple comes from the zoo-archaeologist, who took six 

buckets of soil and dumped it into a tripod when a 

student began to argue with him about whether or 

not she was working efficiently. This supervisor 

would try to rush the students by telling one group 

that another was working faster than them and that 

they should try and catch up to them. It got to the 

point where if you ignored him he‘d actually be 

nice to you. In the lab he was sarcastic and made 

you feel like you knew nothing.  

Time off was almost impossible. On days when it 

would rain we would hold indoor class, normally 

bio-archaeology. The days of missed digging were 

made up for on Saturdays and Sundays. This I did 

not have problem with, however it would have 

been nice to see more of the country itself. On days 
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that we did travel, it was on a last minute decision 

and when we were to return was not negotiable. 

They had no problem with leaving us stranded with 

no way back to research station. Organization was 

never a strong point for them and this left everyone 

annoyed, even you if adopted a ―go with the flow‖ 

attitude as a way of coping with the lack of travel. 

Overall the instruction at Pohankso made for an 

experience that should not be typical of any field 

school. They told us time and again that they were 

trying to prepare us for CRM work and they were 

being nice compared people they had worked with 

and for. I would like to thank them, however, for 

pushing me a little extra because they saw poten-

tial. There was a favourite student who was taught 

certain things because the instructors did not think 

anyone else could handle the task. The last thing I 

will say about the instruction is that they graded in 

an odd way, giving those worked hard and never 

complained a C while those who didn‘t work so 

well an A. 

The mentality of the students could be compared to 

that of prison inmates. The fact that they were, for 

the most part, from large American cities and fi-

nancially well-off influenced their attitudes and 

expectations. The living conditions were essentially 

modified shipping containers with cheap Ikea beds 

that were furnished with chair cushions that were 

stained with every kind wet substance available to 

man. Also, there was only one fridge for three trail-

ers. I think most of the other students were at-

tracted to the field by the romance of archaeology 

and expected the field school to turn into a vaca-

tion. When they arrived, and realized this was not 

the case, they were very vocal in their dissatisfac-

tion. Complaints came mostly when the supervisors 

told us to do something that we didn‘t want to, 

which seemed to be everything but work or sit in 

on a lecture. When in the field, several students felt 

that they didn‘t have what it took. Others gave up 

because they felt that they were getting picked on 

or were not well liked by the supervisors. When 

another unit was opened, its nickname ―reject sand-

box‖ was coined due the fact that most of the stu-

dents working there didn‘t care about what they 

were doing. Partially this was due to lack of sleep 

and food given to the two vegetarians whose diet 

consisted of rye bread and whatever was easiest to 

be slopped onto a plate ten minutes before the din-

ner was ready. Like any field school, student drama 

was high. The 20 of us had a good sense of equal 

companionship, we were brought together thanks 

to lack communication from the supervisors who 

appeared to just want to get away from the ―no 

good‖ students. Overall, this most recent experi-

ence helped me archaeologically—to work better in 

a field setting. I am much more comfortable when 

working in a unit and now am able understand eve-

rything that is going on around me. 

In Southern Italy in 2009, it was a different story. 

The instruction was consistent; the mood was up-

beat and, most rewardingly, everyone, staff or not, 

worked at the site. There were five instructors, two 

supervisors who were in charge of their own unit 

excavation, and two co-directors who worked with 

three students on their own unit. Students were 

taught how use the total station, shovels, pickaxes, 

trowels, geology hammers, and also how sweep out 

a unit correctly. Students helped each other out, 

and no one had any complaints. In the lab, the in-

struction was a little stricter, but the mood was still 

upbeat and the supervisor often initiated the con-

versation. There was a sense that they cared about 

us and wanted to communicate with the students as 

people, not only in the academic setting.  

The student mentality was inviting and friendly; 

everyone got along and there was little drama. We 
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traveled in packs and were happy to have every 

weekend off to travel the area. In the field, as well 

as travelling on the weekends, excitement was 

around every corner. Conversations revolved 

around the Greek and Roman poets and orators. 

Two students in particular were keen and excited 

even when we were eating dinner at one of the two 

restaurants that we ate at every night. This truly is 

the way archaeology should be taught. Students are 

not thrown into the field with minimal preparation, 

but eased into work that sped up over the weeks. 

Pace and amount of work was increased because 

students genuinely wanted to find more due to the 

fact that it is so exciting to be excavating on a Ro-

man site. The biggest complaint was the unforgiv-

ing heat that caused several students to have heat 

stroke. This heat was a danger that never went 

away and could only be partially avoided in the 

beautiful apartments we lived in, which lacked air 

conditioning. This caused the entire field school to 

consider not drinking a lot of alcohol because of 

the fact that we would become dehydrated the next 

morning, thus creating a more alert team out in the 

field. Overall this field school was a good basis for 

learning archaeological knowledge, but didn‘t give 

me a lot of confidence that I would know what I 

was doing if I were hired by a CRM firm. 

These two experiences were completely different 

from one another for several reasons. One distinc-

tion is that the archaeologists running the sites were 

post-processual at one and processualists at the 

other. This caused them to think differently and 

changed the way the students were taught to exca-

vate the trenches. Equally important was that they 

were not both Canadian run projects. This may par-

tially explain the behaviour of the professors in 

Czech Republic, who were all Americans. It 

seemed that, possibly due to different cultural atti-

tudes, the different professors came pre-equipped 

with distinct attitudes and expectations towards the 

students. In the Czech Republic the instructors gen-

erally stayed in the research station wanting noth-

ing to do with the students. Contrary to this, the 

Southern Italy supervisors spent much time inter-

acting with the students. They were constantly sug-

gesting things for us to do as a group, including a 

party consisting of purely authentic Italian-style 

dress. 

In conclusion, the archaeological field school is a 

unique experience. This type of education has 

helped students gain a love of the discipline for 

generations and will continue to as long as archae-

ology is practised. Because the discipline has sev-

eral different styles and schools of thought, some 

site directors may teach using a feminine or proces-

sual way of looking at a site. Regarding the topic of 

field schools, different professionals have pub-

lished articles discussing various aspects and em-

phasizing different areas. Jennifer Perry believes it 

is up to the supervisors to put together a team of 

students who are willing to work maturely and effi-

ciently, and who are willing to learn under a com-

pletely different setting. This setting should be both 

meaningful and comfortable enough so that stu-

dents are not afraid to ask questions and don‘t feel 

as if they are ―troweling for compliments.‖ Sarah 

Colley wrote an article about the problems with 

Australian archaeology in 2003. In it she tells us of 

several questions that were to be answered by the 

delegates of a conference held to address the issues 

that plagued the discipline. Most present were pro-

fessionals who answered these questions, answer-

ing the question regarding what students should 

learn in a field school. Surprisingly, there was 

nothing mentioned about theory. However, if stu-

dents were to learn in a field school setting how to 

manage such things as diplomacy and research idea 

outcomes they would be better suited for a career 
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in the real world. William Taunbraugh believes that 

students would better understand the field work 

side of the discipline if they were to learn this in a 

classroom environment. I completely disagree; 

every student that responded to my survey believed 

that they have a better understanding of the how 

archaeology is done thanks to the field schools that 

they have participated in. However, some people 

may enjoy learning in a classroom setting or in a 

lab rather than sitting outside under the hot Italian 

sun looking at a Roman floor that hasn‘t been seen 

for 2000 years. In the end, the most important com-

ponent of a field school is the professor‘s style of 

teaching and their personality. This has the greatest 

impact on how and what the students take back, as 

well as fuelling their interest and desire in further 

pursuing an archaeology career. A suggestion to 

improve the field school experience for all would 

be to have a section in the standard ―Introduction to 

Archaeology‖ course that highlights the benefits of 

a field school. This could be a way of introducing 

students to this wonderful opportunity of engaging 

themselves in the world of archaeology.  
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The Archaeological Land Trust of Nova Scotia 

signed a Stewardship Agreement with the Bremner 

family and Castle Frederick Farms Incorporated to 

ensure the protection of six archaeological sites on 

November 6, 2010. Castle Frederick, located in 

Falmouth, Hants County, has been the subject of a 

number of archaeological investigations over the 

past two decades and is considered to be an area of 

archaeological significance in Nova Scotia. 

The site is, of course, best known for its association 

with J.F.W. DesBarres, who lived at Castle Freder-

ick from 1764 until 1774. His estate included a 

large manor house and an observatory, perhaps one 

of the first in North America, built in 1763. 

Equipped with some of the most advanced astro-

nomical devices of the time, the observatory was 

important as a location for the calibration of his 

survey instruments and DesBarres used Castle Fre-

derick as a base of operations for his famous series 

of coastal maps entitled the Atlantic Neptune. 

While DesBarres may have been the most famous 

resident at Castle Frederick, he certainly was not 

the only one. Indeed, there is evidence to suggest a 

First Nations presence in the vicinity as a small 

number of Native artefacts have been recovered 

during archaeological investigations.  

Archaeological Land Trust of Nova Scotia 

Signs Stewardship Agreement with Castle Frederick Farms 
Sara Beanlands 

Castle Frederick Farm. Photo: Erin Bremner. 
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Although little is known about the Native occupa-

tion, we do know that the area was once home to 

the pre-Deportation Acadian settlement of Pierre 

Landry and was resettled by Acadians, along with 

tenant farmers of other ethnic origins, in the 

1760‘s. The archaeological sites to be protected 

under the Stewardship Agreement, which include 

the possible remains of the DesBarres manor house 

and the site of Pierre Landry‘s settlement, are lo-

cated on a portion of the original Castle Frederick 

estate, now owned and operated by the Bremner 

family, direct descendents of J.F.W. DesBarres. 

Modern settlement expansion has been thwarted by 

the extensive farmland of Castle Frederick. As a 

result, its archaeological resources have remained 

relatively intact, providing us with a unique 

glimpse into pre and post-Deportation Acadian 

society, eighteenth-century Euro-Canadian life, and 

the development of the estate as a system of tenant 

farms during the late eighteenth and early nine-

teenth centuries. Needless to say, Castle Frederick 

represents an important historical landscape and 

offers an opportunity for greater understanding and 

appreciation of our collective past. 

Archaeological research at Castle Frederick began 

in 1987 with a preliminary reconnaissance by Brian 

Preston of the Nova Scotia Museum. At that time, 

30 cultural features were recorded—believed to 

date from the early eighteenth century to about 

1950. Reconnaissance continued in 1988 and in the 

fall of that year Stephen Davis of Saint Mary‘s 

University conducted two days of test excavation, 

confirming the presence of one Acadian and two 

post-Deportation domestic sites. In the summer of 

1989, Michael Deal and his crew from Memorial 

University of Newfoundland continued testing and 

mapping archaeological features identified during 

earlier surveys. They returned to Castle Frederick 

the following year and spent six weeks excavating 

what has been tentatively identified as the DesBar-

res manor house site. Thousands of artefacts were 

recovered during this excavation, including a Span-

ish coin dated to 1783. Testing continued in 1992, 

confirming the pre-Deportation date for one of the 

Acadian features and the late eighteenth to early 

nineteenth-century occupation of the manor house 

site.  

The Archaeological Land Trust of Nova Scotia is 

grateful to Jim Bremner and his family for their 

recognition and appreciation of the important ar-

chaeological resources at Castle Frederick. The 

Bremner family‘s commitment to the protection 

and preservation of the Castle Frederick archaeo-

logical sites is a significant contribution to the his-

torical and cultural legacy of Nova Scotia—and we 

greatly appreciate their efforts. 

 

 

 

The possible remains of DesBarres manor house. Photo: Craig Chandler. 

The remains of Pierre Landry’s settlement. Photo: Craig Chandler. 
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Announcements 
Friend of Archaeology Award: Each year, the NSAS recognizes an individual, group or 
organization, who has made a significant contribution to archaeology in Nova Scotia by 
naming a recipient of the Friend of Archaeology award. The Friend of Archaeology award is 
awarded to any non-professional (being defined as one who does not earn a living as an 
archaeologist) and acknowledges those who encourage the preservation of archaeological 
sites and the promotion of public awareness of archaeology in the province of Nova Scotia. 

The Cole Harbour Parks and Trails Association (CHPTA) is the recipient of the 2010 Friend 
of Archaeology award. The summer of 2009 marked the fourth consecutive season that ar-
chaeologists conducted work at the Poor’s Farm site, located in the Cole Harbour Heritage 
Park in Cole Harbour, Nova Scotia. Research into the area came at the request of the CHPTA, 
who are the caretakers of the grounds. The CHPTA maintains a passionate interest in the cul-
tural resources of the area and it was their initiative that launched the active presence of ar-
chaeologists at Poor’s Farm. It is their objective to obtain as much information about the former 

Terry Deveau (centre), Vice-president of the Nova Scotia Archaeology Society, is shown presenting the 2010 Friend of Archae-
ology award to Holly Woodill (left), Chairperson of the CHPTA. Also present are Sarah Penney (right of centre), who has been 
the chief archaeologist on the site for the 2009 and 2010 seasons, and Jim Tudor (far right), the CHPTA volunteer who has 
been instrumental in the development and support for the archaeological work in the park. Photo: Michael McFadden. 
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institution, by way of archaeological in-
vestigation, so that they may be able to 
tie it into the heritage interpretation of the 
park. The CHPTA’s ambitions led to the 
creation of a public archaeology program 
in 2008 that enabled professional archae-
ologists and members of the general pub-
lic the opportunity to work side by side, 
digging towards a target of locating foun-
dation walls of the demolished structures. 
Due to the success of the program and 
the drive of the CHPTA, the public once 
again had the opportunity to visit Poor’s 
Farm for a community dig in the summer 
of 2010. The excavations were in pro-
gress while the award presentation took 
place there on September 29, 2010.  

Their enthusiasm, immense interest, and accommodating nature has made research into the 
Poor’s Farm an enjoyable experience to all those who have had the pleasure to dig there. With-
out their immeasurable passion these explorations would not be possible, leaving valuable infor-
mation buried in the soil. Nor would local community members have the opportunity to experi-
ence working first-hand with archaeologists to uncover the past at such a fascinating site. For all 
their ingenuity, accomplishments and compassion, the NSAS is pleased to present the Cole 
Harbour Parks and Trails Association with the 2010 Friend of Archaeology award. 

Poor’s Farm (later called the County Home) was established in 1887 to house the aged, poor 
and “harmless insane” for Halifax County. Dormitories were constructed to house the inmates, 
and have been described as institutional-like, long buildings. Some structures would have been 
newly built while others were assembled from reused materials. A cemetery was also estab-
lished to the east of the buildings where some of the residents were buried. Approximately 300 
people have been reported to have died while at the home, and those who were not claimed by 
their families were interred within its grounds. The Halifax County Poor Farm was a working 
farm where residents cared for livestock and grew produce, which was sold to local citizens. 
The home operated until its closure in 1929, when a large portion of the dormitories burned 
down. At the time of its closing the facility was operated by Mr. and Mrs. Edward Conrad who, 
along with a small staff, cared for 140 residents. There were no casualties from the blaze, and 
the residents of the home were transferred to the city’s poorhouse in Halifax. Ten years after the 
closing of The Poor’s Farm a rehab centre was constructed across the road, which is now the 
current set location of the popular television show Trailer Park Boys. 

In previous years there had been other archaeological investigations at the Poor’s Farm site. In 
1990 Steven Powell, from the Nova Scotia Museum of Natural History, conducted a site survey 
that identified ten historic sites, six of which are thought to have been part of the original County 
Home. In 2006, Heather MacLeod-Leslie carried out a non-intrusive survey of the cemetery and 
dormitory areas using an electromagnetic conductivity meter (or an EM-38B) and ground pene-
trating radar (or GPR). By using these types of equipment, graves and other anomalies that 

Photo: Sarah Penney 
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would otherwise be unmarked could be located without ground disturbance. Using results from 
this study, Mrs. MacLeod-Leslie returned once again to the Poor’s Farm the next year, direct-
ing an archaeological field school with students from Saint Mary’s University. Excavations took 
place, both within the cemetery and dormitory areas. The current field school and community 
dig was developed, beginning in 2008, for the purpose of teaching students field methods and 
allowing the public an opportunity to participate, while adding to the site’s known history 
through archaeological investigations.  

The Board of the Nova Scotia Archaeology Society seeks nominations for the 2011 Friend 
of Archaeology Award. If you know someone you feel is deserving of this honour, please 
forward your nomination. More information about the FOA can be found at:  
http://www.novascotiaarchaeologysociety.com/Awards.html 

Photo: Sarah Penney 
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NSAS Board Elections: Elections for the NSAS Board will take place on the evening of the 
May 24 lecture and Annual General Meeting. If you have an interest in contributing to the 
future of the Society as a member of the Board please contact the NSAS President via the 
contact coordinates on the inside cover or by contacting any current Board member. 

The 2011 John Harvey Award: The Nova Scotia Archaeology Society offers an annual 
undergraduate student award of recognition: The John Harvey Award. This award is named 
in memory of friend and colleague, John Andrew Harvey, who passed away in February 
2005. A candidate may be an undergraduate student studying archaeology in Nova Scotia, 
or a Nova Scotian student studying abroad. Nominees for the award will submit a paper 
based on their research that will appear in the society newsletter. The deadline for submis-
sions is March 31, 2011. 

 
 

Check out the NSAS website at: 

www.novascotiaarchaeologysociety.com 
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Nova Scotia Archaeology Society 

Friend of Archaeology Award 

The Nova Scotia Archaeology Society (NSAS) was formed in 1987. It is our mandate to bring together 

individuals interested in the study and promotion of archaeology, particularly as it relates to all cultures 

of Nova Scotia; to disseminate knowledge and encourage the exchange of information among profession-

als and amateurs alike; and to promote the preservation and protection of archaeological sites and re-

sources throughout the Province. Each year, the NSAS recognizes an individual who has made a signifi-

cant contribution to archaeology in Nova Scotia by naming a recipient of the Friend of Archaeology 

Award. The Friend of Archaeology Award acknowledges individuals who encourage the preservation of 

archaeological sites and the promotion of public awareness of archaeology in the province of Nova Sco-

tia. 

The award is to be presented at the NSAS Annual General Meeting held on the fourth Tuesday of May. 

The award is open to any non-professional archaeologist - non-professional being defined as an individ-

ual who does not earn a living as an archaeologist. 

The award shall consist of a plaque and be accompanied by a press release. 

Nominations for the award are to be submitted in writing to the Board of Directors. 

Nominations may be made by any NSAS member in good standing. This includes any member of the 

NSAS Board of Directors. If a board member nominates an individual they must remove themselves from 

the selection process. 

Nominations must be signed and include the following information: why the person is deserving of this 

award, what contribution they have made to archaeology in Nova Scotia, when this contribution was 

made, and the names of contact people to verify this information. 

The Board of Directors will appoint a sub-committee, consisting of one member of the Executive and two 

Members at Large, to study the nominations and select two nominees. 

The winner will be decided by a vote of the Board of Directors with the President only voting in the case 

of a tie. 

Nominations can be made by emailing a board member or by mailing the society. 
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News from the 

Nova Scotia Archaeology Society 

ARTICLE SUBMISSIONS 

We‘re looking for submissions for our next newsletter, and would appreciate articles or briefs written by 

professionals, amateurs, high school students, university students, or anyone else with an interest in the 

field of archaeology. 

If possible, please send your article in an electronic format (a computer file) with as little formatting (i.e., 

bold text, headers, page numbers) as possible. 

Remember to attach your name and phone number or e-mail address to your document, and please date it 

as well. If there are graphics accompanying the article, include the images as separate graphics files 

(BMP, PCX, GIF, JPG, PNG, etc.) or make sure to send a good, clear originals. If the graphics require 

specific description, please provide that as well. 

Depending on content, advertisements or ‗Classifieds‘ are welcome, but will be subjected to the editor‘s 

requirements for the current publication at that time. 

Thanks! 

The Editor, Terry J. Deveau 

deveau@chebucto.ns.ca 


